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Abstract

A general procedure inspired by the Shapley value is proposed for decomposing any
inequality index by factor components or by populations subgroups. To do so we define two
types of inequality games. Although these games cannot be expressed in terms of unanimity
games, an axiomatization of the Shapley decomposition is provided in this context by using
the Potential function pioneered by Hart and Mas-Colell (89). This result proves to be useful
to illustrate a trade-off between the desirable properties of consistency and marginality. A
comparison with the method promoted by Shorrocks (82) is performed in case of the factor
components decomposition. Refinement of the Shapley decomposition is investigated when
the set of sources is nested. An application ta population subgroups decomposition problem is
also discussed.

Résumé

Une procédure générale inspirée par la valeur de Shapley est proposée pour décomposer
n'importe quel indice d'inégalité par sources de revenu ou sous-groupes de population. Deux
types de jeux d'inégalité sont ainsi définis. Bien que ces jeux ne puissent pas être exprimés en
termes de jeux d'unanimité, une axiomatisation de la décomposition de Shapley est fournie
dans ce contexte en utilisant la fonction "potentiel" mise en avant par Hart et Mas-Colell
(1989). Ce résultat est utilisé pour illustrer le conflit entre les propriétés de cohérence et de
marginalité. Une comparaison avec la méthode proposée par Shorrocks (1982) est offerte pour
le cas de la décomposition par sources de revenu. Un raffinement de la décomposition de
Shapley est introduit lorsque l'ensemble des sources a une structure emboîtée. Une application
à la décomposition par sous-groupes de population est également discutée.

Classification JEL: D 63, C 71

Mots-clés: Shapley value, inequality, decomposition



1 Introduction1

This paper considers the conceptual issue of decomposition of inequality indices, narnely,
the decomposition of the aggregate inequality value into some rele\"dnt component contribu
tions. The issue to which this kind of analysis has been applied falls into two broad cases.
The first one deals with the influence of population subgroups such as these defined by age,
sex or race (see, for example, the analytical explorations in Bourguignon (1979), Cowell
(1980) and Shorrocks (1980, 1984 and 1988). Il. is legitimate to ask for the contribution of
each subgroup to the overall inequality. In this frarnework the additive decornposable prop
erty seems sensible. It. requires that the overall inequality in a cross section is just the sum of
two terms: a weighted sum of -within-group inequalities, and a bet-ween-group term computed
as if each person within a given group received the group's mean incorne. This property has
proved to be very powerful since it leads to the use of a specifie class of inequality rneasures
namely the so-called generalized entropy class. Rence the requirernent of additive decorn
posability prevents the use of sorne of the most popular inequality index like the Gini index.
This raises the question of the existence of broader rnethods of decomposition valid for the
full class of inequality rneasures.
The second category covers situations in which different components of total incorne are ex
amined. If we disaggregate the total incorne into several factor cornponents, such as earnings,
property incornes and transfers, we wish to evaluate the contribution of each incorne source
to the a.ggregate inequality. We can give Shorrocks (1982) credit for set.ting up the axiornatic
foundations of the decornposition by income cornponents2 . Shorrocks shows that the natural
decomposition of the variance is the only decomposition mIe satisfying six properties for any
inequality rneasure. By the way for each incorne component, the assessment of its relative
contribution to the total income inequality must be independent of the inequality measure
chosen. The author adds "This is a particularly attractive feature for those involved in ap
plied research on incorne distribution (Shorrocks, 1982 p. 209)". Maybe, but for a theoretical
point of view, the result is debatable: one can argue that the relative contribution of a corn
ponent must depend on the inequality measure chosen. More specifically il. must depend on
how this measure weights a progressive transfer with a regressive one, and whether the index
is relative or absolute. To iIIustrate the first point, let us take an income distribution coming
frorn two identical distributed sources except for a Pigou Dalton t.ransfer which has been
performed in the second distribution between two rich indivicluals. There is no quest.ion that
the relative contribution of the first source must be greater than one half for ail inequality
measures, but il. will be sensible to add a furt.her requirement: it has to be ail the more since
the index is sensitive to progressive transfers performed at. the top oft.he income distribution.
For inst.ance the relat.ive contribution of the first source must be Im·ger with the coefficient of
variation than with the Gini coefficient. the former being known t.o be specifically sensitive
to rransfers arnong two rich individuals. The difference concerning t.he relative or absolute
character of the indexes provicles another reason t.o dispute t.he validity of the decornposi
tion rule proposed by Shorrocks. The following example iIIust.rates that the contribution

1\\ie thank A. Shorrocks for a discussion which has revived our interest in t.his tapie, Nicolas Gravel,
Christophe )'·1uller, Kathalie Picard and Vincent FeltkalllPI Shmuel Zamir and participants in Crest seminar
for helpfull COlllments. Earlier versions of the paper has been presented at the ESE1vI congress in Berlin and
at the forth conference Social choicc nnd ~VelfaJ'e inVancouver. The financial support of The Distribution
and Redistribution of Incarne Network, contrat ERBCHRXCT940G4ï is gratefully aknowledged. The usual
caveat applies.

'Foster and Sen (199ï p.149) e'·en wrote that Shorrocks (1982) has provided a definitive study of the
alternati\'e methodologies !
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requirement, marginal contribution has to be computed according to sorne function different
from the inequality index. This idea leads to the following desirable property. There must be
some function related to the inputs of the model, the set of components and the inequality
index, such that the contribution of any component is just equal to the marginal contribution
according to this new function. This property would be meaningless if such a function did not
exist for sorne inequality index or if we could build an infinity of such functions. Fortunately
Hart and Mas-Colell (1989) proved that such a function exists and is unique. Furthermore
they proved that the only decomposition rule satisfying this "marginality" property and
the requirement of consistency is the Shapley inequality decomposition. In other words,
we only have one way to extend the problem of decomposition such that the marginalist
interpretation remains valid under the efficiency constraint. Our one merit here lies in a
slight rewriting of the axiorns and of the proof in order that il. would be clear that no linearity
assumption of the games space is involved in the characterization. While this point may seem
obvious to game theorists, it is worth emphasizing this point when one addresses economists
primarily interested in inequality measurement. Indeed a crucial feature of inequality games
is that they cannot be decomposed in a linear combination of unanimity games. Maybe first
attempts like Auvray and Trannoy (1992) or Rongve (1993) in applying Shapley value to
inequality issues failed to tackle this issue properly.

As far as decomposition by sources is concerned, the Shapley value inequality decompo
sition offers sorne advantages. It is sensitive to the choice of inequality index. For example,
the contribution to inequality of an equally distributed factor component is zero if the index
is absolute and negative is the index is relative. But this property does not preclude the
Shapley inequality decomposition by sources to correspond to the natural decomposition of
the variance if the chosen inequality index is the variance. Moreover the Shapley contribution
of a specifie source can be regarded as an inequality index when it is studied as a function of
au income distribution. But these properties have been obtained at sorne cost. The Shapley
decomposition does not respect a somewhat natural axiom of independence introduced by
Shorrocks (1982). The contribution of a source must be independent from the level of disag
gregation, i.e, the number of other sources considered. A partial answer can be found in an
extension of the Shapley value promoted by Chantreuil (1998). The Nested-Shapley value
leads to a decomposition of inequality indices which satisfies a milder request of indepen
dence, once a more general framework consisting in sorne partition of the set of sources has
been introduced. For instance some income sources can be labelled as market incomes while
others ean be considered as transfers. With the Nested-Shapley inequality decomposition
value the contribution of a labor income would be indepenclent from the number of sources
gathered under the label of transfers.

The application of Shapley value to population subgroups deeomposition problem presents
some attractive features even though il. is more questionable. Indeed the between group term
disappears and is absorbed by t.he within gTOUp terms. But on the other hand the Shapley
decomposition satisfies a number of nice properties at least in case of two subgroups.

The outline of the l'est of the paper is as follows. The first. three sections deal with what
one ean see as the most natural application of Shapley dec:omposition, namely the decom
position by factor components. We begin in section 2 with sorne general results about the
inc:onsistency of marginal decomposition. Section 3 is devoted to the definitions of what we
call the SO\ll'ces inequality games and we state the main result about the Shapley inequality
dec:omposition and its properties. Section 4 extends the Shapley value decomposition to
inequality games in whic:h the set of components is a priori decomposed into a partition
of subgroups of components. Section 5 applies the previous results to the population sub-
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Since 1 is relative

l(k~1X)=I(X)

vVe deduce

k

~ I(X_j ) 2: k1(X) > (k - 1)I(X)
j=1

or

k

~[I(X) - 1(X-j )] < I(X)
j=l

•
\Vhen we enlarge OUI attention to quasi-convex inequality indices, the landscape is more

intricate.

Proposition 2.2 Let K be a set of two sources. If the inequ.ality index is strictly quasi
convex and relative, the mar-ginalist decomposition rule is strictly underconsistent.

Proof. From the definition of strict quasi-convexity, we deduce that

Then

On the other hand. since 1 is relative

Therefore

or

I(X) - l(x l
) + I(X) - 1(:r2

) < I(X)

•
The following counterexample shows that the above proposition cannot be extended to

more than two factor components.

Example 2.1 Let n = 2, k = 3. Xl = (3.1). x2 = (1.3) ..1:
3 = (5,3) and therefore X =

(9.7). l(x l +x2) = l(x2+Xo) = a fOT any inequality index. The issue of consistency depends

of the relative magnitude of l(x l + x3 ) and 21(X). Let"/ls take l(x) = 1 - m=l(:~)L 1t
is weil known that I(X) is q"l/.asi-convex but not conve:r fOT X belonging to a given simplex.

It turns out that 2I(X) = 2 - of > 1 - .;; = l(x2 + x 3
) which proves that the marginal

decomposition is overconsistent for' these values of pamrn.eters.
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Proposition 2.4 Consider two sources with equal mean. Jf the inequality index is relative
and if there exists a source which is regarded more u7l.equally distributed than the other for
every relative inequality index. then the marginal decomposition is strictly underconsistent.

Proof. Let X(I)::; ... ::; Xu) ... ::; x(n) denote the components of x in increasing order.
Without lost of generality, assume that J(x 2 ) :::: J(x l ), VI E J, .. It implies that

with a strict inequality for at least some l.
Obviously, we have

1 1 1 1

-Lx~;)=-Lx~i)' 1=1•.... 71.-1 (4)
np. i=! 7I.J.l .=1

Adding (3) and (4) we obtain

with a strict inequality for at least some 1.
From a result proved by Day (1972) (see Marshall and Olkin (1979)) we deduce

with a strict inequality for at least some 1.
Combining (5) and (6) we deduce that

II? 1')
1 x x' xr)
- L[- + -lU):::: L[-'1 1= 1... 71. -1 (7)
2. on /l. 7I.J.l . 7I.J.l

t=l 7=1

with a strict inequality for at least some l, which means that for every relative inequality
index 1 E Ir we must find I(x 2

) > I(x! + x 2
) and therefore J(x!) + J(:c2

) > J(x! + x 2 ) •

As a consequence of the above proposition, we obtain that underconsistency holds when
t liere are only two individuais in the society and two sources since aIl relative inequality
agree on the ranking of sources in that case. A gener'lüzation in case of three sources can be
ohr.ained.

Proposition 2.5 Consider three sources luith equal mean. If x!, x2 and x3 are similarly
ol'dered and the ranking of the three sources is identical whatever the l'e/ative inequality index
1 E Ir is, then the marginal decomposition is strictly underconsistent.

Proof. Without lost of generality, let assume that I(x!) > J(x 2 ) > J(x 3 ). From the
proof of proposition 4, we are able to establish that
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V[(0) = o. Therefore V[(K) = I(X) and V[(S) = I(y(S)). for ail S different of 0. Let us
define

In the second computation the distribution of income among subsets of sources is obtained
by equalizing complementary sources, i.e. we define: y' : 2[' -+ Rn such that, ye(0) = 0,
and for ail S E 2K

, S f 0,

ye(s) = (L x{ + /1x - /11'(S) , ... , LX;" + /1x - /11'(S))
JES JES

The characteristicfunction is given by VIt S) = I(ye(s)) for ail S different of 0 and V[(0) = o.
Let define

The following definition summarizes the above discussion.

Definition 3.1 An incarne sources inequality garne is a pair (J{, VI), where K is the set of
players and Vi is a junction defined on ail subsets S E 2[' suclt that V[ E V[U 11. A zero
incarne (respectively an equalized) souree inequality garne coins for an elernent of VI, (resp
faT an elernent of 11). Let us denote by G[ the set of ail incarne sources inequality garnes
genemted by an inequality index I.

Let us remark that in each case, the characteristic function is not assumed to be super
additive'. Furthermore some unanirnity games do not belong to G[. Let us rernind that
a S-unanimity garne is a game (J(, V) such that there e.."\:.ists a nonempty set S c K inter
preted as a single minimum winning coalition such that '/(T) = V(S) if SeT, and VtT)
= 0 otherwise. For example J( can never be a single minimum winning coalition for sorne
inequality garne. If the inequality for the overall set of sources is strict!y positive, it means
that there must exist at least one unequally distributed source. Therefore the inequality
for ail subsets of sources including this source is stricny positive which invalids that K can
be the minimum winning coalition. By the way a zero-income or an equalized inequality
game one cannot be expressed as a linear combination of u:nnnimity games. The absence of
linearity is a specifie feature of the inequality games ane! it has some severe consequences.
Most axiomatizations of the Shapley value use this property of the space of TU-games, and
then cannot be supposee! to be true when the restriction of domain to inequality garnes is
consie!ered~ .

We IlOW turn to the axiomat.ization of the Shapley inequality decomposition which allows
to c:onciliate a marginalist int.erpret.ation with the consistency requirement.

Definition 3.2 A consistent decomposition ntle is a function cp th.at assigns ta every incorne
SaUTees inequality game (J(. Iii) E G[ Cl vector of k comp07J.r.nts which are not restricted ta
be positive, such that:

k

L'Pj(K, VI) = I(X) (11)
j=l

7\Ve sa~· that a characteristic fUl1ctioll Z is superadditive if and only if, for every paîr of coalitions Sand
T. if SnT = 0, then Z(SUT)? Z(S) + Z(T).

'In particular the axiomatizations of Shapley (1953) and Young (1985) cannot be supposed to be true.
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The proof is straightforward. Let us assume that sorne source j is equal!y distributed. In
case of an absolute index, Vr(S) - Vr(S - {j}) = 0 for al! S E 2"'. In case of a relative index,
Vr(S)- vj(S-{j}) < 0 for al! S E 2K , S f- {j} and for S = {j}. wehave Vr({j})-Vr(0) = O.
Now for an equalized incorne sources inequality game the Shapley contribution of source j is
computed as:

~(s-l)!k-s)! ~" ~,
Shj(K, Vr) = ~ k! [1 (~x + Px - PY(S») - I(~ x' + Px - PY(S_{j}»)](14)

sen !lES ilES
JES h=f:j

The result comes frorn the fact that if x j is equally distributed we have for al! S inciuding

J

l: x" + Px - PY(S) = l: x" + Px - PY(S-{j})
"ES "ES

"#j

We deepen this study of the Shapley inequality decomposition by wondering whether Shj
(as a function of Xj) is an inequality index? The answer depends of the relative or absolute
type of the inequality index. More precisely we can state:

Proposition 3.2 (i) For a zero income sources inequality game, if the inequality index is
absolute, Shj(xj ) is an absolute inequality index, while in case of a relative inequality index
Shj(xj ) satisfies ail the properties of an inequality index except the equality to zero when the
SOllrce is equally distributed. (ii) For an equalized income sources inequality game, Shj(xj ) is
an absolute (resp. relative) inequality index if the inequality index is absolute (resp. relative).

Proof. For a zero incorne -sources inequality game the Shapley contribution attributed
to source .i is cornputed as:

Shj(K, Vr) = l: (s - 1~~ - s)! [1 (l:x") - I(l:xh)](15)
SCh" /lES 'LES
JES lo#;}

Symmetry: l is invariant to a permutation of the individuaIs and sa Shj.
Schur-convexity: Let us assume that x'j has been obtained from x j through a finite

sequence of progressive transfers '.l'hile x'h = x" \;fh f- j. By the way I;"ES x'" is obtained
from "',ESXh through a finite sequence of progressive transfers '.l'hile I;hES x'" = "'''ES x".

~l h#i ~h~

Therefore l (I;hES x''') :s; 1 (~hES xh) '.l'hile I(~ "ES x"') = I(~"Es x h). Then Shj(x'j ) :s;
,,#) h:l-J

Shj(xj
).

Principle of population: l is invariant to a replication of individuals and so Shj.
By using remark 3.1 and the facts that the absolute or relative property of l are kept by

Sh, (i)'s proof is complete. Now for an equalized income sources inequality game the proof is
analogue except the fact that an equal income distribution has a nul! contribution whatever
t.he inequality index is absolute or relative. _

Considering now the equalized inequality games, an important remark has to be done:

12



Proof. Let us prove in case of a zero incarne sources inequality game. By remark 3.2 the
result extends ta the case of an equalized inequality game. If inequality is measured with
the variance, then the computation of the characteristic function gives for ail S ç K where
Ph'" stands as the coefficient of correlation between source il and h':

v;,,(S) = I:>·2(Xh
) +~~ Phh,tr(X")tr(x"')

hES !lES hiES
Il' i-h

and

Vu'(S - {j}) =~ tr2(x") +~ ~ p"",tr(x")tr(x"')
h€S "ES hiES
1l:#J 1.,#) h',..II .. j

thus

Vu'(S) - Vu'(S - {j}) = tr2(x j
) + 2 ~ PjI,tr(j)tr(h)

hjES
h:t=j

Then, the contribution of source j ta the overall inequality reads:

_",($-l)!(h-$)! 2.i '" j hShj(K, Vu,) - L 1 [tr (x ) + 2 L PjI,rr(x )tr(x ))
h.

sç« '~ES

JES h'#-)

since

'" ($ - l)!(k - s)1 _
L k! -1
sçt<
iES

and

we conclude that

SÇI\
),!>ES,I.#j

(s - l)!(k - 8)1

k!
1
-
2

•

Shj(K, Vu,) = tr:(xj ) + ~pjl,tr(xi)tr(x") = C01'(X j ,X)
h::pj

The variance is seldom used as a measure of inequality primarily because il. is not mean
inclependent. The relative inclex linked ta the variance is the coefficient of variation or the
square of the coefficient of variation which belongs ta the entropy family and is a monotone
transformation of the former. The n(Ltuml decompositio'l/. of the square of the coefficient of
variation attributes ta each source the same proportion of tot.al inequality that attributed
by the natuml decompositioT/ of the variance. In that sense they are identicaPO This is
no longer true for Shapley decomposition in case of a zero inc:ome sources inequality game.

"'See Shorrocks (1982) p 195.
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labour Income

~

Total Income

Capital Income

~
Spouse earnings Head wages interests and dividends rent

Figure 1
Consider for example the contribution of spouse's earnings. With the Shapley inequality

decomposition, the contribution of this source will depend of the number of sources consid
ered in the disaggregation of both labor income and capital income. A milder requirement
would be that the contribution of spouse's earnings would at least. be independent on the
disaggregation of capital incomes and by way of consequence, the contribution of labor in
come would also be independent on the disaggregation of capital income. It turns out that
this milder requirement of independence on the level of disaggregation leads to applications
of another value of cooperative games which is derived from the Shapley value: the Nested
Shapley value.

Sorne further notations are needed to be introduced. A partition of the set of incorne
sources J( is the set PK = {SI, ... ,SI, ... ,Sm} such that for al! Sh, S, E PK

m

Sh nS, = fi! and USh = J{ with 1 < m :'Ô k
h=l

A partitioned inequality game is a triple (K, PK, VI) and let Gf be the set of these games
",hen (J(, Vil belongs to GI . Let observe that (J(, J(, VIl is a partitioned garne where the
set of components is the partition itself. Therefore (J{, K, VI) is identical to (K, VI)' At the
opposite (PK, PK, Vil will be label!ed as the "the top" game, t.he game where the players
are the subgroups thernselves. Of course (PI" PI" Vi) is identical to (PK, VI)' Let CT be
t.he set of top games when (K, VI) belongs to G1· vVe face again a dilemma between the
requirement of consistency and marginality. In the context of partitioned inequality games
it is tempting to demand consistency not only over the whole set of components but also
within each subset of compon€nts.

Definition 4.1 A consistent decomposition ?'ule is a funetion 'P that assigns to every parti
tioned inequality game (J{, PI,' VI) E Gf a vectoT of k com.]lonents. such that:

k

:L <,.-p<, PI,. VI) = VI(K) = f(X) (17)
j=1

Furt.hermore we strengthen the consistency property by requiring it should be satisfied
among the elements of the same subset of components. Precisely we require:

Definition 4.2 A decompositio71 nile <;J satisfies the lIIithin-consistency property if fOT any
SI.I=I. .... m

:L "Ç}(I\'. PI,'. VI) = 'PI (PI,', PI,. VI) (18)
lES,

Equation (18) requires that the sum of the contributions of components belonging to some
element of the part.ition adds up to the contribution of this specific subset of contribution in
the top game.

16



Proof. From proposition 3.1 we can deduce that the function P is unique. Furthermore.
we know that the contribution of any subset of sources SI EPI, equals the Shapley value of
this subset of sources in the top game (P}.·, 11/ ). By the same token, we can deduce that for
aU l, 1 = l, ... , m the function p, is unique and the contribution of any component j E SI
equals the Shapley value of this component in the subgame (SI, lI/J. Rence, the searched
decomposition corresponds to the product of the Shapley values of the games (51,1I/J and
(p/(, 11/ ), that is the Nested Shapley decomposition1 2

•
A generalization of this result can be obtained at the price of the introduction of additional

notations. In this section we have only consider situations in which the set of sources is
decomposed into a partition of subgroups of sources. A richer setting would be to dispose of
a "level structure" in the lingo of cooperative game literature, that is a sequence of partitions
of subgroups of sources. The contribution of each source would be cornputed through another
value of cooperative games, usually called a level structure value (see for example Calvo et
al. 1996). It can be argued that this kind of decomposition will be less and less dependent
on the level of disaggregation ail the more since the partition of sources is nested. Finally
it must be noticed that propositions 3.2, 3.3 and remarks 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid for the
Nested Shapley decomposition.

5 Decomposition by population subgroups

Let us consider an income distribution x among a set of individuals II' = {l, ... , i, ... , n},
namely, an application x : II' - R+. II' is supposed to be partitioned between 1 population
subgroups indexed by j = l, ... , l , L denoting the set of ail population subgroups Xj stands
as the income vector of subpopulation j, /l-j stands as the mean of subpopulation j. For all
subsets of population subgroups 5 E 2L

, we will denote x(5) = XINs the incorne distribution
restricted to the population Ns . We adopt the same presentation as served with income
components. The marginal decomposition can be underconsistent (for example in case of
the union of two subgroups one of which being the replicatioll of the other) or overconsistent
(for instance in case of equalized subgroups) as weil.

The same idea prevails in defining the population subgroups games. They differ in the
treatment of subgroups not included in the considered subset. In the first one, the value of
the characteristic function for some subset of population subgroups 5 is simply the value
of the inequality index when subgroups not included in 5 are removed, while in the second
computation it is given by the value of the inequality index when inequality is removed from
ail subgroups not in S.

1\/10re precise!y in the first computation the distribution x help us to build a distribution
of income among subsets of population subgroups, namely an application y : 21 -> U~l RP
such that y(S) = x(S), for ail 5 E 2L and y(0) = 0 by convention.

\Ve assume that inequalitv is measured by an inequality index: f : U;=l RP -> [0, +00)
with f(R) = O. The first computation of the characteristic function with respect to the
inequality index, would be the composite function Wj : 2L -> [0, +(0) such that W I = foy,
\Vith W I (0) = O. Thus Wj(S) = f(y(S)) for ail S different of 0 and Wj(N) = f(x).

J" See Chantreuil (1998) for a lllore der ailed proof.
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done. Let us recaU that an entropy inequality measures are the only inequality measures
satisfying the additive decomposability property, precisely.

,
I(x) = L wj(nj, /l)I(XI) + I(/l(N1),,Il(Nj )... , /l(1I;,))

)=1

where the wj(n" /l,) stand as the positive weights which depend only of subgroups
sizes and means and add up to 1. It can be imagined that the split. of the between group term
would be organized according to the weights or on an equally basis. It turns out that in
case of an equalized inequalized inequality game the second option is chosen by the Shapley
value in case of t.wo population subgroups,

but in the general case the between group term enters in a more intricate way. For example
wit.h t.hree population subgroups we obtain

1 1
- wl(nl,/lI))I(xd + 3I(/l(Nl),/l(N2),/l(N3)) + 3I(/l(NI).Jl(N2 + N3),Jl(N2+ N3))

-~I(Jl(N2),Jl(NI + N3),Jl(Nj + N3)) - ~I(/l(N3),Jl((Nl + N2)),Jl((NI + N2)))

It is hard to imagine a sit.uation where the sum of the t.hree last terrns would vanish
without equalizing the mean of the three sources. If this last condition is satisfied it would
mean in turn that the between group te'l'771. will also be equal to zero. Then the simple
decomposition formula which emerges for t.wo population subgroups is definitely lost in
almost situations in the general case.

In case of a zero-income inequality game the Shapley decomposition seems a bit odd since
the contribution depends also of the within term of other SUbgTOUpS ; for example in case of
two population subgroups we get:

III
Shl (2. VI,) = 2(1 + wl(nl,PI))I(xd - '2(1 - 'tUI(llj,/J.1))I(1;Z) + '2 I (/l.(N1),/l(N2))

This property casts dOllbt on the interest of the zero-incarne subpopulation Shapley
decomposition. This negative impression is reinforced by the st.udy of the Shapley decom
position in case of an equalized subpopulation whose the mean is different from the mean of
the population.

In case of two population sllbgrollpS we get.:

which can be clearly negative or posit.ive. In particular we know that for /l.1 = /l.2,
I(/l.I.xz) < I(X2)' Therefore for a continuous inequality index t.here exists a continuum of
values of /lI close from /l.2 such that the above inequality prevails. A different response is
brought. when the equalized modelisation is chosen.
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For an equalized incarne population subgroups inequality game, the Shapley contribution
attributed to subpopulation j is sornputed as follows:

Shj(L, Mf;) = L (s -1);!(I- s)! [I(x(S),J.l(N - S))] - I(x(S - {j}),J.l(N - (S - {j}))] (24)
Sc2 L

jES

Then. we have

1 1
ShI = 2 [I(xl.J.l(N - {1})) - I(J.l(N))] + 2 [I(x) - I(x2,J.l(N - {l}))J.

Since J.l(N - {1}) = J.l2' we can conclude that ShI = O.•
It is instructive to know whether Shj (as a function of Xj) is an inequality index.

Proposition 5.2 The properties of a inequality index are k:ept by the Shapley decomposition
satisfies except the value equal to zero when the subpopulation is equally distributed and the
principle of population.

Proof. Let 's us start by a zero-incorne population subgroups inequality garne.
From equation (23) it is c1ear that if inequality is measured by an absolute index, then

the Shapley inequality decomposition is invariant to a translation of the incorne distribution.
Similarly, it is invariant to an homothety of the incorne distribution if inequality is rneasured
b~' a relative index.

SymmetrO': Indeed let TI(L) denotes the set of ail permutation of N which are consistent
with the set of population SUbgTOUpS L considered. That is, for ail 7r E TI (L) and for
ail i E N, i E {j} implies 7r(i) E 7r( {j}). We define the population subgroups inequality
game 7r(L, WI ) bO' 7r(L, WI(S)) = (L, W[(7r(S))). Since 1 is invariant to a permutation of
individuals,then Shj(L, VI) = Sh.j (7r(L, VI )).

Schur-convexity: let us assume that xj has been obtained from Xj through a firrite se
quence of progressive transfers while x~ = x" Vh f..i E L. By t.he way for any S incluillng j,
x'lS) is obtained from x(S) tlu'ough a fiillte sequence of progressive transfers wmle for any
S not including j.x/(S) = x(S). Therefore in the former case 1 (x/(S)) :::; 1 (x(S)) wmle in
the latter I(x'(S)) = I(x(S)). Therefore Shj(xj) :S Sh.j(Xj).

The principle of population is violated since a replicat.ion of individuals belonging to {j}
changes t.he value of the inequalitO' index for any S including {j}.

For an equalized population subgroups inequalitO' games the proof is similar.

•
A consequence of the respect of Schur-Convexity is that if inequalit.y is reduced in sorne

subgroup, ail things being equal, then it must. be true t.hat t.he Shapley contribution of tms
subgroup falls down.

6 Conclusion

The Shapley value and others values of cooperative game t.heory have been proved to be
useful in many applications. One of the most famous applications concerns cost allocation
which has been pioneered by Shubik(1962). (For a recent survey and references see Young
(1094)). Here we have tried to propose an application of t.he Shapley value to decornposition
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Now, let

F(J(,vl) = I: (5 -l)~~k - 5)!1/[(5)

SÇK

Then,

F(K- _ {J'}, VI) = "" (5 - l)!(k - 5 - 1)1,; (5)
~ (k-1)1 VJ

SçJ, -{j) ,

and

Since for ail 5 ç I<, I:7=ljES = 5 and for 5 = I< t.he right term of the previous equality is
null, we deduce that:

Tlms we have F = P.
Finally, for every inequalit.y game (k, VI) and each component j E J(

,(I< 11:) = "" (5 -l)!(k - 5)!v: (5) _ ""
'Pl ' 1 ~ k l J ~

SÇK SçJ,' - {j}
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